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of its ministers to aid distressed nationalities, and against
Guizot's " cowardly" entente with the hereditary enemy.
Great Britain, strongly coupled with a deep and sincere belief
in the brotherhood of all peoples and in the ultimate estab-
lishment of a federation of the nations. To all such, the
" glories " of the Empire could not but make the most stirring
of appeals, and here again Louis Napoleon played most skil-
fully on democratic aspirations, pointing out that Napoleon's
wars had been " forced " on him by the foes of democracy and
revolution, and had been fought by him to maintain the free-
dom of the French nation and to free oppressed nations from
the rule of Spain, Austria, Russia ; and that Waterloo again cut
short his scheme of establishing a federation of autonomous
nations under French wardenship, thus reconciling peace
and glory, the rights of nations and French predominance.
French Republicans could not guess that the first war of
the new regime would be on behalf of the Papacy against the
Republicans of Rome.1
Finally, and we touch here on one of those essential features
of French political philosophy to which we have already
alluded, there was the widespread idea that autocracy may be
a valuable instrument in the establishment of freedom. One
of the most valuable contributions made by Quinet to the
philosophy of French history is his relentless constant ex-
posure of the amazing fallacies of this doctrine, an exposure all
the more powerful from the fact that he confesses to have been
among the deceived and " to have once seen in Napoleonism
-an element of liberty that was never there.0 There are
historians, he says in a letter to Henri Martin, " who base their
systems on an implacable inhuman formula with which they
deduce freedom as an offspring of tyranny, the formula that,
at least in France, it is absolute power that gives birth to
liberty, ... I am thunderstruck to see at every stage the
following kind of argument. This King crushed all traditions
of liberty and political autonomy, either of provinces or of cities;
1 Against the personal desires of Louis Napoleon, should be said in all
fairness. His later Italian policy and his general attitude seem to indicate a
genuine belief in nationality as a principle of political organization.
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